Upgrade Kit for Small Boy to Stealth-RO100

This kit allows you to upgrade your Small Boy de-chlorinator and sediment filter to a 100 gallon per day Reverse Osmosis unit. The installation is very simple. **Below is the complete kit: (note: pressure gauge assembly is not pictured)**

1) Begin by removing the "outlet" or filtered water (blue) tubing from the Small Boy

2) Remove the bottom far right and bottom far left screws from the bracket and use these to install the 2 mounting clips. **See image below**
3) Push the Reverse Osmosis membrane housing assembly onto clips with the cap side towards the right side of the unit.

4) Push the elbow stem fitting at the end of the white tube into the "outlet" fitting of the Small Boy. See image below

5) Install Small Boy purified water tube (blue) tubing that you removed in step #1 to the open fitting on black automatic shut off valve. The waste water tubing (black) is already installed into the flow restrictor.

6) Cut the inlet tubing close to the inlet fitting and install pressure gauge assembly.

7) Flush initial 1 hour of water down the drain. You are now ready to use the system. Consult the included instructions for Stealth-RO100 from this point forward. Contact us for help if needed.